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Adaptation of Buyruk Manuscripts to Impart Alevi Teachings: Mehmet Yaman Dede and the Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu

Abstract: Today, many Alevis believe that the central teachings of their religious tradition are represented in a book called Buyruk, or Command. In the last decades, some twenty books have been published to make the relevant texts, originally written in the Perso-Arabic alphabet of Ottoman Turkish, available for readers familiar only with the Latin-based alphabet of modern Turkish. However, too little is known about the manuscripts that served as exemplars for these printed works. The Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu is such a manuscript, however, through its last owner Mehmet Yaman Dede, a religious specialist of the tradition, it can now be understood how variously he adapted its contents for presentation in a published version for community members eager to become acquainted with these writings. It is suggested here that his work on both text and manuscript reflects earlier practices, partly rearranged, however, and that his endeavours must be reflected in light of his life story, and his educational history in particular.

Buyruk is a living document. There is no single definitive version agreed upon by all Alevis. Numerous versions of the text exist in manuscript form. It is readily available in a variety of inexpensive published versions. Although these versions differ both in length and content, they generally contain a similar collection of narratives, descriptions of ritual, poetry, and explanations of theology.¹

This definition of Buyruk, as presented by Vernon Schubel, alludes to major questions that are to be raised in the following. In the absence of a definitive version of Buyruk, can we assume that some scribes, compilers and others involved in the production of such manuscripts were free to make changes in order to adapt the texts to certain needs? Moreover, are there adaptations that can be linked to requirements in teaching and learning? And last but not least, how do recent print versions relate to the previously handwritten collections of texts?

¹ Schubel 2010, 331.
Given the different text versions in *Buyruk* manuscripts, it is apparent that they have been subject to adaptation from the outset.\(^2\) Indeed, it is probably fair to admit there has been a generally unstable transmission of *Buyruk* texts. But some manuscripts known to us thus far, display massive textual parallels. When cursorily comparing the latter, we observe a number of recurring modifications—among them abbreviated or expanded text versions, but also differences in spelling or word choice.\(^3\) An ideal case, however, enabling an understanding of which scribe departed from his exemplar when copying and which copyist tried to faithfully reproduce the texts before him, is a rarity. For this reason, we have decided to focus here on an individual case in which we can compare the manuscript exemplar with the resultant adaptations, albeit in print.

Following an overview on *Buyruk* manuscripts and printed versions, we will introduce the Alevi religious specialist Mehmet Yaman Dede (1940–2014)\(^4\), who worked intensively with written sources of his tradition. Then, we will zoom in on the *Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu*, the manuscript which served Mehmet Yaman Dede as an exemplar for his printed *Buyruk* publications. Finally, we will analyse his adaptation strategies, which, as proposed, can be interpreted to some extent as continuations and rearrangements of practices that were already commonly employed with manuscripts.

1 *Buyruk* books: From manuscripts to prints

The Alevis are members of a marginalised religious tradition from Anatolia and other neighbouring regions, often referred to as Alevilik, or Alevism.\(^5\) In their private book collections so-called *Buyruks* or *Buyruk* manuscripts are often

---


3 The first critical *Buyruk* edition was accomplished by Rıza Yıldırım only after the submission of the present paper (see Yıldırım 2020). We thank him for sharing parts of his, at that time, still unpublished book with us.

4 We feel deeply indebted to the late Mehmet Yaman Dede and his son Prof. Dr. Ali Yaman, Abant İzzet Üniversitesi, Bolu, Turkey, for their boundless confidence through all the years. Our research would not have been possible in this form without their support. We also express our thanks for giving the authorisation for publishing all images reproduced here.

5 For a short introduction to the Alevi tradition see Dressler 2008; and for a special focus on teaching and learning in Alevi communities, see the contribution by Janina Karolewski in the present volume (Section ‘Educational Setting’, pp. 151–184).
The designation *Buyruk*, translated as ‘command’, can be understood as a label that Alevi used to apply to books belonging to a corpus or set of texts. It is said that this corpus or set contains the central religious and social teachings of Alevi communities. It seems to have been a rare exception to indicate this label within the manuscripts, either as a heading or on the cover. *Buyruks*, therefore, can have both identical or non-identical titles, if at all, and they can comprise similar texts, display textual differences, vary in extent and order, and so forth. The earliest copies are said to date back to the first quarter of the 17th century, but most of the recently documented manuscripts were copied between the late eighteenth and early twentieth century. *Buyruk* texts are usually composed in Ottoman Turkish, i.e. Turkish written in Perso-Arabic characters, with occasional use of short phrases in Arabic.

Alevi religious specialists educated in the Arabic alphabet made use of these text collections to acquire knowledge themselves and disseminate it among their community members and followers. The specialists were not allowed, however, to disclose the texts to outsiders, and it is even said that access to *Buyruks* had been restricted to chosen, presumably male-only members of the *ocaks*, or holy lineages. Such esoteric codes of conduct, in part at least, are present in many *Buyruks* and are a common feature regarding mystic interpretations of Islam.

The common use of *Buyruks* and many other manuscript books came to an almost absolute end by the mid-twentieth century approximately. Following the establishment of the Republic of Turkey in 1923, several reforms and modernization programmes took hold in Turkish society, severely affecting the educational practices of Alevi communities. The most significant and obvious repercussion was the conversion to the Latin alphabet, which was implemented by means of

---

6 For short overviews on *Buyruks* see e.g. Otter-Beaujean 1997; Karakaya-Stump 2010; for comprehensive analysis, see Kaplan 2010; Yıldırım 2020.
7 We suggest this understanding of *Buyruk* (Karolewski 2018, 81–82), which is based on the concept of multiple-text manuscripts as ‘corpus organisers’ (see Bausi 2010). See also Ayfer Karakaya-Stump 2010, 279.
8 On these copies see e.g. Yıldırım 2012, 178, n. 5. The earliest occurrence of the label *Buyruk*, however, has been attested as 1857, when the protestant missionary Dunmore reported on Alevi in larger Dersim (see e.g. Karakaya-Stump 2010, 278). It remains unclear when the label *Buyruk* came into being.
9 See e.g. Kaplan 2010, 43–58; Yıldırım 2020.
10 Also referred to as Arabo-Persian characters or alphabet.
11 See e.g. Kaplan 2010, 92; Karakaya-Stump 2010, 282; and the text sample in Appendix 1 and 2.
various literacy campaigns and the introduction of public schooling. Furthermore, social changes such as secularisation, industrialisation and urbanisation led to an abandoning of Ottoman Turkish manuscripts for the transmission of Alevi practices and beliefs. Many young Alevi opted for state school and university education, paving the way for well-paid jobs, especially in the civil service, thus supporting social mobilisation in manifold ways. Not only did education shift to other domains of knowledge, but Alevis left their villages for fast-growing provincial capitals and urban centres such as Ankara and Istanbul, some even migrating abroad.\textsuperscript{13}

In 1958, Sefer Aytekin was the first to publish texts from several \textit{Buyruk} manuscripts in the form of a small book (Aytekin 1958), which was well-received by many Alevis, interested in what they assumed to be their written tradition. In the following years, other popular \textit{Buyruk} publications in the Latin alphabet were published.\textsuperscript{14} The editors, frequently Alevis themselves, often published their own books or worked with small publishing houses specialised in such publications. Towards the late 1980s in particular, these publishing houses began to meet the demand of many young Alevis who felt the need to engage with their tradition, from which they felt they had become estranged from over the previous decades.\textsuperscript{15}

Aside from the numerous popular editions and compilations that still appear to this day, growing academic interest in \textit{Buyrucks} has spurred further publications and editions from the early 2000s.\textsuperscript{16} The most outstanding among them, nevertheless, were those appearing in the series titled \textit{Alevi-Bektaşi Klasikleri}, that is to say \textit{Alevi-Bektaşi Classics}. The series was established by Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı, or Religious Foundation of Turkey, which is a subordinate to Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı, the Presidency of Religious Affairs.\textsuperscript{17} The presidency had previously turned down requests by Alevis to receive recognition of their own religious authorities or forms of religious practice. But the situation purportedly changed in 2007, when the government initiated the so-called ‘Alevi Opening’ for the purpose of bringing together state officials, Alevi functionaries and specialists on the issue.\textsuperscript{18} While this process ended without any real political outcome around 2015,

\begin{enumerate}
\item[12] On the Turkish language reform, see Lewis 1999, esp. chap. 2 and 3.
\item[13] For these social transformations see e.g. Massicard 2005; Shankland 2003; Yıldırım 2017.
\item[14] On these publications see e.g. Kaplan 2010, 95–98.
\item[16] See e.g. Bisâtî 2003; Kaplan 2010.
\item[18] See e.g. Borovalı and Boyraz 2014; Özkul 2015.
\end{enumerate}
the Alevî-Bektaşı Klasikleri volumes remain its tangible product, which was both supported and criticised by Alevis.\textsuperscript{19}

In the past, Buyruk manuscripts had been embedded in an educational environment that strongly depended on unwritten forms of knowledge adaptation such as oral interpretations and explanations, most probably supplied by the dedes, or religious specialists.\textsuperscript{20} As David Shankland observed in the village where he conducted fieldwork in the late 1980s, these practices were also employed using printed Buyruk books:

[...] dedes absorb those aspects [from the Buyruk] they find interesting in their own time and recount them in the course of commentaries, yorums, on songs and poetry first sung by minstrels. The Buyruk would therefore appear to be a rich source of ideas, one that shapes the villagers’ thoughts within the overall, mostly oral, traditions [...].\textsuperscript{21}

But a different situation arises when Alevis who have not yet acquired profound background knowledge consult such print editions for self-study. The language is in parts quite difficult to understand and the content too dense for many readers to digest alone, without help.

Already in the late 1990s, it was suggested that the function of such print versions is beyond that of mere reading material for knowledge acquisition: ‘The book and its title, in the bookstore and in the bookshelf at home [...] demonstrate and define the presence of an identity.’\textsuperscript{22} This use of printed books resembles in some ways what was at times reported by Alevis about manuscripts. The dedes are said to have exhibited books and documents to the large number of illiterate lay followers as well as ocak members or have read from them on rare occasions, and the community members related objects to their tradition and its teachings\textsuperscript{23}.

2 Mehmet Yaman Dede’s education and the role of manuscript books

Unlike many editors of Buyruk texts before him, Mehmet Yaman Dede (see Fig. 1) represents the dedes, or religious specialists, of the Alevi tradition, hence the title

\textsuperscript{19} See e.g. Weineck and Zimmermann 2019; A. Yaman 2016.
\textsuperscript{20} Olsson 1998, 200–201.
\textsuperscript{21} Shankland 2005, 312.
\textsuperscript{22} Olsson 1998, 206. See also Vorhoff 1998, 35.
\textsuperscript{23} See e.g. Karolewski 2020.
‘dede’ after his name.\textsuperscript{24} Ocak Köyü, the village in Erzincan Province in Eastern Turkey, where Mehmet Yaman Dede was born in 1940, is not only home to several families with a long dede tradition, but is the centre of the Hıdır Abdal Sultan Ocağı, an Alevi holy lineage\textsuperscript{25}. For the ocaks, or holy lineages, becoming a dede was the prerogative of male members only. In Ocak Köyü, as Mehmet Yaman Dede writes in his own memories, religious specialists had plenty of books at hand:

The shelves and chests in each house of our village had been full of manuscript books that had come down from earlier centuries, were preserved as holy and read as well as interpreted by our dedes in village assembly rooms and during cem [called] worship services. Many Alevi villages, especially the villages where pîrs\textsuperscript{26} stayed, were not any different from that.\textsuperscript{27}

It comes as no surprise that Mehmet Yaman Dede remembers how, at an early age, he felt inclined to read the books in Ottoman Turkish left by his ancestors. Already before he was sent to ilkokul, or primary school, in 1947 where he would be trained in the Latin script of modern Turkish, a male relative taught him the Arabic alphabet.\textsuperscript{28} As his father Hayri Dede had died when Mehmet Yaman Dede was only a few years old, he initially stayed with his mother and sister in the village after finishing primary school in Ocak Köyü and the neighbouring Dutluca (formerly Ašutka, or Ašotka in Armenian).

When he left his village for Istanbul in 1954, at the tender age of fourteen, he first worked in a shop selling grains and similar wares. In his spare time, however, he learnt Ottoman Turkish vocabulary, continued reading a variety of subjects and began to compile his own book on the Alevi tradition\textsuperscript{29}. Only two years

\textsuperscript{24} In this subchapter, we make intensive use of the following published autobiographical accounts by Mehmet Yaman Dede: M. Yaman 2018; Aydın 2014a and 2014b; and <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfPGwmziwvk> (accessed on 1 Aug. 2019).

\textsuperscript{25} On Hıdır Abdal Sultan Ocağı and Ocak Köyü see e.g. M. Yaman 2014; Şimşek 1993.

\textsuperscript{26} Pîr is a rank in the hierarchy of Alevi specialists as well as holy lineages (A. Yaman 2004, 81–82).

\textsuperscript{27} ‘Köyümüzün her evinde raflar, sandıklar yüzyıllar öncesinden kalan, kutsal olarak korunan, köy odalarında ve Cem ibadetlerinde dedelerimiz tarafından cemaate okunup yorumlanan el yazması kitaplarla dolu idi. Birçoğ Alevi köyleri özellikle de Pîrlerin bulunduğu köyler bundan farklı değişdi.’ (M. Yaman 2018, 188). Throughout the article we do not mark peculiarities of orthography or interpunctuation in both Ottoman Turkish and modern Turkish quotes as long as understanding is guaranteed.

\textsuperscript{28} M. Yaman 2018, 56.

\textsuperscript{29} M. Yaman 2018, 61; and <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfPGwmziwvk> (accessed on 1 Aug. 2019), see video sequence 05:07–05:44. This compilation is yet unpublished.
later, in 1956, he was permitted to attend an İmam-Hatip Okulu, or vocational high school for prayer leaders and preachers, and went on to continue his studies at İstanbul Yüksek İslam Enstitüsü, or Istanbul Higher Islam Institute, till 1967. As with many graduates from the same institute, Mehmet Yaman Dede worked most of his life as a teacher of religious education, but also taught classes such as Arabic, English and German. He served as a religion teacher at the famous Pertevniyal Lisesi in Istanbul, one of Turkey’s oldest and most successful public educational institutions, and as school director and teacher at the ortaokul, or secondary school, in Dutluca.³⁰

His higher education was initially enabled by various seniors from his village and its surroundings who lived in Istanbul. Prominent among them were Abbas Erturan (1901–1962) and his wife Güllü Ana, in whose garden house Mehmet Yaman Dede lived for eleven years.³¹ Abbas Erturan had left Ocak Köyü at an early age for Istanbul, and had established his business as a trader.³² Güllü Ana was a very respected woman from the village, whose words carried weight. On her initiative, Abbas Erturan sent Mehmet Yaman Dede to an İmam-Hatip Okulu.³³ As Mehmet Yaman Dede narrated once in an interview, published on YouTube, enrolment at this school was closely related to his obligations as dede, namely to study the writings of the Alevi tradition and to teach them to his following:

Abbas Erturan, the late, said, ‘Will you study? You show interest in this matter’. I said, ‘Uncle, I will study, of course’. He took me away from there [, from the shop I worked at in Istanbul], [and] he enrolled me in a school. I [went and] saw, it is a İmam-Hatip Okulu in Çarşamba. What do I know? I came from the village. What means İmam-Hatip Okulu and imam and so on …? Yet, his [, Abbas Erturan’s] idea was this: There, they used to teach the old script [, that is the Arabic alphabet], they used to teach Arabic and so on. Also in our village, in Ocak Köyü, with tons, I say, in each house … There is even a house of ours there, a neighbour of ours, a house that they call ‘pasha house’. It is a mansion with four floors. On each of its floors, wheresoever, there is, um, a library, a bookcase, shelf, shelf, shelves full of volumes, manuscript books. He, Uncle Abbas, said to me ... I actually called him ‘Uncle Abbas’. I loved him a lot. Well, he was a very generous man. For eleven years, he made me study. [So] he said, ‘I want you to study here [at the İmam-Hatip Okulu]. Our hocas [, or religious teachers,] [and] dedes, one by one, they pass away. You at least may be educated in the future, you may help and read to us from these books and so on in the years

---

³⁰ M. Yaman 2018, 129, 257 and 271.
³¹ M. Yaman 2018, 78 and 146.
³² See e.g. Şimşek 1993, 239–240.
to come, you may share knowledge [with us]’. This is what he thought. He was a forward-looking man.34

This case illustrates how parts of the Alevi community from Ocak Köyü – themselves no longer residing in the village, but in Istanbul – sensed the effects of recent social transformations and reacted to them. The financial support given by Abbas Erturan and others was vital as it secured Mehmet Yaman Dede’s livelihood, for he had no family in Istanbul. Aside from which, however, the hemşehrilik networks, or networks of fellow countrymen, played another important role in Mehmet Yaman Dede’s education, ensuring he was able to continue taking part in Alevi community life.

The assemblies which Mehmet Yaman Dede had attended during his years in the village and now attended in Istanbul35 were crucial for his religious training. As the son of a dede, he was allowed to be present during rituals from an early age, although usually only married couples were authorised for full attendance. Mehmet Yaman Dede recalled that the affiliated layman communities in neighbouring villages asked him to conduct their rituals, as a mere ten-years-old.36 By then, however, he had already experienced how oral and aural transmission, combined in part with reading from books and singing poetry to instrumental accompaniment, was employed during rituals and social

35 M. Yaman 2018, 73 and 78.
36 Aydın 2014a. The case of Mehmet Yaman Dede has to be considered in the knowledge of his father’s early death and how the young boy, felt it his responsibility to succeed him (see e.g. M. Yaman 2018, 56).
gatherings. On these occasions, he became not only familiar with the fixed textual lore of his tradition, but also gained access to the unfixed interpretations of both written and oral texts, and learnt how dedes imparted knowledge to the community.

The educational career of Mehmet Yaman Dede reads quite extraordinarily for a member of the Alevi tradition, most of all because he attended schools specialised in Sunni Islam, the dominant interpretation of Islam in the Republic of Turkey. Many Sunnis in Turkey, especially religious authorities, do not accept several Alevi beliefs and practices as ‘Islamic’. Therefore, it is not surprising that Mehmet Yaman Dede had to face all sorts of discrimination, during his school days as well as his years as religion teacher. For him, however, as for many Alevis, his tradition constitutes a form of Islam, and, therefore, he did not see any contradiction in his Islamic theological education, as he stated in an interview: ‘There must be ilahiyatçıs, or theologians, among Alevis, but under the condition of remaining Alevi.’ Additionally, Mehmet Yaman Dede emphasised how much he had benefited from extensive language training at schools and in private classes. He learnt the Arabic alphabet to enable him to read Ottoman Turkish, the language of most of the written texts that circulated in Alevi communities, and, he had excellent knowledge of Arabic and Persian.

3 Mehmet Yaman Dede’s Buyruk publications

When Mehmet Yaman Dede began publishing Buyruk texts in the early 1990s, several similar publications had already appeared. Nonetheless, he had good reason for publishing his own articles and books. For instance, the Buyruk manuscripts he had access to contained texts never previously published.

---

37 M. Yaman 2018, 52 and 58. As a five-year old Mehmet Yaman Dede started to play the long-necked lute saz and memorized poetry and liturgical songs (M. Yaman 2018, 47).
38 See e.g. Pehlivan 1993; A. Yaman 2015. On the historical background see e.g. Dressler 2005.
39 M. Yaman 2018, passim.
40 Alevis have different understandings of their tradition today. Among the many differences some see it as a form of Islam, others interpret it as an independent religion or a non-religious lifestyle.
42 See e.g. Aydın 2014a.
43 See e.g. MAAKMDK 2000; M. Yaman 1994; and Mehmet Yaman Dede’s series of articles in CEM: Aylık Siyasi Kültürel Dergi from 1991 till 1993.
Furthermore, he was not overly happy with the work of previous editors; a matter clearly related to his own curriculum vitae and occupation as teacher. And last but not least, Mehmet Yaman Dede was able to reach a wide Alevi readership with his publications both in Turkey and abroad.

From early on, Mehmet Yaman Dede was heavily involved in defining and negotiating how Alevis could maintain their tradition amidst rapid social transformations. According to him, the Alevi tradition performed an adaptation (adaptasyon) to the urban setting, and publications on Alevism, including Buyruks, were part of this process. As Refika Sarıönder underlines regarding Alevilik’te Cem (‘The Cem Ritual in Alevism’), a manual Mehmet Yaman Dede had compiled, the hope was for his publication to enable Alevis (re)acquire their ritual practices by reading before they could return to mimetic forms of transmission. For the purpose of mediating or imparting knowledge, Mehmet Yaman Dede did not rely purely on printed publications, but strongly advocated attending courses at Alevi associations. He himself led countless of these courses, which had their beginnings in Turkey, but then also took place in Alevi communities abroad, such as in Germany, France, the Netherlands and England. After his retirement, Mehmet Yaman Dede devoted even more time than before to these educational initiatives, which he considered his duty to the Alevi community.

The opening statement in his last Buyruk book from 2000, which was published in Mannheim, Germany, reads accordingly:

This book, which is a classic work of the Alevi belief and culture, is been presented in order to be used in Alevism courses or in schools that are to be opened in all Alevi cultural centres, [dervish convents, called] dergahs, associations, foundations, and [houses of worship, called] cemevis.

Mehmet Yaman Dede persistently encouraged the Alevi community as a whole to start schooling their members. He saw it as necessary for Alevis to compensate for the loss of former educational institutions and practices or at least partly revive them. The Alevi courses and schools Mehmet Yaman Dede had in mind,

---

44 See e.g. M. Yaman 1994, 38; MAAKMDK 2000, xiv–xv.
45 MAAKMDK 2000, x.
46 M. Yaman 2003.
48 See e.g. M. Yaman 2018, 286–303.
50 See e.g. M. Yaman 2018, 206–207.
may be understood as new forms of previously common educational settings such as social and ritualised gatherings.

It appears that when Mehmet Yaman Dede published *Buyruk* texts he never questioned the Alevi religious hierarchy or worried about its diminution, and made them accessible to a wide audience. The laymen who had been present at regular reading sessions from *Buyruks* in the past had indeed also acquired considerable insights into such text collections. Nevertheless, they relied on *dedes* to interpret and contextualize the text passages when read to them; this necessity persists, even though laymen are literate and can read the printed *Buyruks*.

Among the possible readership of *Buyruk* prints are undoubtedly a number of Alevi religious specialists lacking access to the written texts of their tradition – largely because their families did not possess the relevant manuscripts or they were unable to read the Perso-Arabic alphabet. Precisely this loss of knowledge was of major concern to Mehmet Yaman Dede, and he openly expressed his worries that numerous *Buyruk* texts had not been transferred from Ottoman Turkish to modern Turkish.\(^{51}\) Indeed, it is claimed here that Mehmet Yaman Dede – as well as other editors before him – focused mainly on adapting *Buyruk* texts to modern Turkish and its Latin alphabet. Clearly these adaptations were greatly needed for the transmission of the textual knowledge preserved in *Buyruks* and many other manuscript books. A note left by Mehmet Yaman Dede in one of his *Buyruk* manuscripts emphasizes this very significance:

> When Adile Bacı, the wife of dear (Uncle) İsmet Taner from Çimen, died, I recited the Qur’an. In the talk following my recitation, he [i.e. İsmet Taner] gave me [this manuscript] and said: ‘The *Buyruk* of Safi is the Alevi foundation; there is everything [in it]. I give it to you as a gift. I grew old. It should be yours. But may you translate all of it [into Turkish].’\(^{52}\)

---

51 M. Yaman 1994, 38; and 2018, 184–190.
52 ‘Çimenli Sn. İsmet Erdan (amca), eşî Adile bacı’nın ölümünde okuduğum Kur’ân sonundaki sohbette “Safi Buyruğu [sic] temelidir, herşey vardır. Bunu sana armağan ediyorum. Ben ihtiyarladım, senin olsun. Amma, tümünü çeviresin” diye bana verdi.’ (handwritten note on a card inserted in MS 1, signed by M. Yaman, dated 7 Aug. 1995). By mistake, Mehmet Yaman Dede confused the family name of the owner; it is ‘Taner’ and not ‘Erdan’. Later, he repeated the wrong family name occasionally (see e.g., Aydın 2014b). Thanks to Ali Yaman, this lapse has been explained (personal communication, 27 Feb. 2020) and the correct name has been used in the translation above.
3.1 The Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu

Mehmet Yaman Dede received this manuscript in August 1995, and it was crucial for his editorial work on Buyruk texts. Already in June 1991, he had acquired a photocopy of the manuscript, indicated by a note he signed and dated: ‘This photocopy was made from the manuscript copy of İsmet Taner from Çimen.’

Çimen is an Alevi village, located approximately fifteen kilometres to the South-East of Ocak Köyü as the crow flies. When Doğan Kaplan wrote about the same manuscript in 2010, he named it Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu, arguing that its owner İsmet Taner was from Çimen. The Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu is a copy of several texts with a final colophon, dated 11 Rebiülahir 1241 AH (22 November 1825 CE) on fol. 118. Although the names of the scribe and the possessor appear in the colophon, there is no mention of their descent or the place of copying. The collection of texts includes, among others, a lengthy work that begins on fol. 9. In the Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu, this work is titled ‘Kitāb-i Makām-i Menāḵşib-i Şerif-i Kuṭbu l-ʿĀrāf-i Ḥażret-i Şeyh Seyyid Şafī’ (‘The Book of the Place of the Sacred Deeds of the Chief of the Knowledgeables, the Exalted Şeyh Seyyid Safi’), but appears under different, yet similar titles in other manuscripts. In the following, it will be referred in short as ‘The Book of Sacred Deeds’.

As mentioned in the quote above, İsmet Taner is said to have referred to the manuscript copy or its text collection as ‘Buyruk of Safi’. Indeed, as we have observed, it is very common today to apply short titles such as ‘Safi Buyruğu’ or ‘Şeyh Safi Buyruğu’ for the work in question; and some use such titles as labels for manuscript books containing this work. It is commonly agreed that the core of ‘Şeyh Safi Buyruğu’ is a dialogue between Şeyh Safiyyüddin Erdebili, the founder of the Safavid Order, and his son Şeyh Sadreddin. This conversation between father and son – as well as master and disciple – serves as a model for tuition on the central teachings of the mystical path.

53 ‘Bu fotokopi Çimenli İsmet Taner’in nüshasından alınmıştır.’ (MS 1–XEROX, fol. 1’).
54 At an administrative level, Çimen is a mahalle (‘neighbourhood’) of the Arapgir district, Malatya province since several years. The village comprises of its main settlement and a small hamlet named Ballıca. For these and all following details on Çimen, we are highly indebted to Ali Yaman, Bolu, Turkey, who obtained this information and shared it with us (personal communication, 14 and 27 Feb. 2020).
55 Kaplan 2010, 51. Ayfer Karakaya-Stump names the same manuscript Buyruk-Erzincan, explaining that it comes from an Alevi dede family from Erzincan (Karakaya-Stump 2012, 371). She probably refers to the Yaman family and Ocak Köyü. Karakaya-Stump as well as Kaplan accessed the copy when it was in Mehmet Yaman Dede’s hands.
56 For several title versions see e.g. Kaplan 2010, 43–54.
Before Mehmet Yaman Dede acquired the *Arapgır-Çimen Buyruğu* in 1995, the book may have remained for several years within a circle of owners all connected to the same village, namely Çimen. İsmet Taner put his ownership note under the original colophon of the copy, presenting himself as the second owner of the manuscript. However, İsmet Taner must surely have been aware he was not the second owner. He left other notes directly above an older and partly erased ownership note (see Fig. 2), informing that the manuscript was in possession of another individual from Çimen in the 1910s. Hence it is possible that this *Buyruk* copy circulated for a minimum of eighty years among owners of the same village.

This is intriguing, for the inhabitants of Çimen are Alevi laymen related to the holy lineage of Şeyh Hasan from the village Onar, located circa ten kilometres South as the crow flies. As is already known from other Alevi communities, older villagers from Çimen can still recall today how family members had received education for the purpose of reading the Qur’an and reciting prayers in Arabic. It is possible these literate lay followers obtained access to *Buyruk* copies, although it is usually believed to have only been the prerogative of dedes. As religious specialists came to Çimen from the nearby village Onar, it may be discounted, for now, that laymen in Çimen took on duties normally reserved for dedes.

Unfortunately, we have no information from contemporaries or their descendants telling how its owners from Çimen used the *Arapgır-Çimen Buyruğu*. The manuscript itself hosts four ‘guest texts’, but discloses only one piece of

---

57 ‘Its second owner, your humble servant İsmet Taner from Çimen Köyü, [sig.:] İsmet Taner’ (‘İkinci şahibi Çimen Köyünden el-faḳır ‘İsmet Taner [sig.:] İsmet Taner’) (MS 1, fol. 118r).
58 ‘The humble owner, Çimen village, ..., son of ..., my sovereign ..., in 21 ... year 1331.’ (‘Şahibü l-faḳır Çimen kârîyesi ... zâde ḥünkârım ... fi 21 ... sene 1331’) (MS 1, fol. 118v). It is not possible to fully decipher the date; thus, it could be 1331 AH (1912/1913 CE) or 1331 maliye (1915/1916 CE). In addition, another documentary note on the front flyleaf relates to Çimen Köyü; although it appears someone has tried to erase the note, it is still partly legible: ‘Çimen village ... Mehmed Efendi’s ...’ (‘Çimen kârîyesi ... Mehmed Efendînîn ...’) (MS 1, fol. 1f).
59 In Balıca, however, a hamlet of Çimen, families settled there that belong to the İmam Zeynel Abidin Ocağı. They are said to have migrated from the village Mineyik (today Kurudere), the centre of their holy lineage, located some 35 kilometres as the crow flies to the South-West. (Ali Yaman, personal communication, 14 Feb. 2020).
61 The four Ottoman Turkish ‘guest texts’ appear to be by three different hands. So far, it can only be posited that they were added before 1994, as all are present in Mehmet Yaman Dede’s photocopy. On the front flyleaf are a poem with the opening line ‘Çok fikir etdim hayâle daldum / Haḳḳa adam da evlâdimiz bildim ğâzîler’, which is presumably attributed to Divli (MS 1, fol. 1f),
evidence directly related to the use of its text collection by someone from Çimen. On fol. 1r, reads the following: ‘The punishments for ill-treatment are explained on page 81 and 82’. The person who left this note may have been particularly interested in the sentences and fines for acting against the rules of the mystical path. To conveniently consult this text section again, the person may have found it useful to note down the relevant page numbers. Similarities in handwriting indicate that İsmet Taner wrote this note and added page numbers to the book. This, however, and the other few additions to the manuscript are the only traces of its users and owners before Mehmet Yaman Dede worked upon it himself.

3.2 The work with the manuscript

The lack of users’ notes in the Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu is not an exception but something quite common when researching the Buyruk manuscripts. Users’ additions providing hints on how the books were used are rare. Mehmet Yaman Dede, however, left numerous notes; he summarized text sections in a few words, marked names and terms, or documented his own work and involvement with the original volume (see e.g., Fig. 3) and its photocopy (see e.g., Fig. 4). In addition, he marked text sections that he published later in the magazine CEM Dergisi and his book Erdebili Şeyh Safi ve Buyruğu. In the latter, Mehmet Yaman Dede utters his intent to publish the entire text of the consulted manuscript copy in the very near future.

After having received the original volume in August 1995, he finally began his task of rendering all texts from the Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu to Turkish, leaving a note on the last folio of the manuscript, dated 22 June 1996: ‘NOTE: First, I have finished carefully reading it once from beginning to end in and two poems of the Duvazdeh İmam kind (MS 1, fol. 1v). The first Duvazdeh İmam with the opening line ‘Haḳḳ Muḥammed ‘Ali geldi dilime / ḳalma günāhma mürüvvet yā ‘Ali’ is attributed here to Kul Himmet, and the second one with the opening line ‘Ey Ḫoca-ı Ḫıẓır şı gündüm şaṇa / birliğin haḳḳiçün baqusla bizi’ misses the last lines, which may have been on the now missing first folio (see note 63 in this contribution). The fourth ‘guest text’ is a short note about a ritual sequence on fol. 30v, a blank page, which the scribe skipped for unknown reasons.

62 ‘81 şaḥife 82’dede sitām [read here: sitem] haḳḳi taʿrīf edilir’ (MS 1, fol. 1r).
63 It is assumed İsmet Taner added the second set of page numbers, all written with a lead pen. He may have considered it necessary, since the previously inserted set of page numbers in the utmost outer corner on the top of the pages are barely legible due to creases and fading. Further, the page number on fol. 1r is ‘2’, with which İsmet Taner did not agree, thus began with ‘1’. The manuscript most likely had a ‘frontispiece folio’, but this folio was already missing when İsmet Taner renumbered the pages.
64 M. Yaman 1994, 152, n. 1.
order to translate it all into Turkish. Now it is time to translate it into Turkish. In the village [Ocak].’ (see Fig. 2).65

From June 1996 onwards, Mehmet Yaman Dede left at least twenty-eight notes in the margins of the Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu and marked how far he had proceeded each day he translated the text. After he had worked intensively during his stay in Ocak Köyü that summer, he returned to Istanbul in September 1996 and continued almost a year later, in May 1997 (see fols 62r and 63r). As he placed his last dated mark on fol. 74r, in the second third of the manuscript, in June 1997, it is not known when he finished translating the last third, but the publication in which he finally presented his translation appeared in 2000 with the title Buyruk: Alevî İnanç, İbadet ve Ahlâk İlkeleri (Buyruk: The Principles of the Alevi Belief, Worship and Ethics)66.

In his publications, Mehmet Yaman Dede does not discuss how he proceeded when adapting Buyruk manuscripts to print, regarding script, language, or layout. Before he published Buyruk texts, however, he had already had years of experience with such kind of work. In 1965, he prepared a modern Turkish version of ‘Gülzar-i Haseneyn’ (‘The Rose Garden of İmam Hasan and İmam Hüseyin’), which remained unpublished67, and in 1976, his translation of the Ottoman Turkish divan by the famous Sufi poet Seyyid Nizamoğlu (d. 1601) appeared68. Moreover, although it is known he used other Buyruk manuscripts available to him, there is but little knowledge of them.69 One copy belonged to Yamakzade Seyyid Mehmed Dede (d. 1930), his great-grandfather, who copied the text collection during his visit in 1880 to the Bektaşi convent in what is today Hacıbektaş.70 Another copy belonged to the Babagil family from Ocak Köyü, also members of the Hıdır Abdal Sultan Ocağı. In an interview Mehmet Yaman Dede estimated the manuscript age to be 250 years.71

---

65 ‘NOT: Komple Türkçeye çevirmek için önceden bir kez baştanbaşa dikkatle okuyup bitirdim. Şimdi sıra Türkçe çevirmede. Köyde.’ (MS 1, fol. 118v).
66 MAAKMDK 2000.
67 M. Yaman 2018, 119.
68 Seyyid Nizamoğlu 1976.
69 See the following note by Mehmet Yaman Dede in MS 1-XEROX, fol. 1r: ‘Note: Pages one to two that must have preceded are missing. For the entirety see the Buyruks that are with M.Y.’ (‘Not: Bundan önce olması gereken 1–2 sh. yok. Tamamı için bk. M.Y. deki Buyruklar.’).
70 Aydı̇n 2014b; MAAKMDK 2000, 203; M. Yaman 2018, 35–36.
71 Aydı̇n 2014b. It is assumed that this copy is the manuscript labelled ‘Y3, Kemaliye-Ocak, Mustafa Kızılkaya Nüshası’ in Yıldırım 2020, 269–273. On the copy by Mustafa Kızılkaya, see M. Yaman 2018, 190.
As we have no access to these other Buyruk manuscripts, great care is to be taken in assessing the changes occurring between the texts from Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu and Mehmet Yaman Dede’s translation. Although he stated that the Buyruk texts he published were derived from İsmet Taner’s book, one can see how Mehmet Yaman Dede noted textual parallels between the Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu, his great-grandfather’s copy, and a second copy from the Babagil family. Therefore, it is quite probable Mehmet Yaman Dede occasionally used wording from other manuscripts. Furthermore, it must be remembered here that Mehmet Yaman Dede wrote by hand his entire life and prepared his several translations of Buyruk texts in the form of manuscripts, to which we have no access. Mehmet Yaman Dede certainly had his own ideas on how to adapt the manuscript for print, whether in terms of book layout, text structuring, or paratexts, as he had long been involved in publishing. Nonetheless, some of these adaptations may also be referred back to the respective publishers.

3.3 The adaptation strategies

In the notes left in Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu, Mehmet Yaman Dede refers to his work as çeviri, a term usually denoting interlingual translations, but also commonly used for the more unique instance of intralingual translations from Ottoman Turkish to modern Turkish. The rewording of Ottoman Turkish texts into modern Turkish, which includes changes in vocabulary, grammar, syntax or style, is often termed ‘translation into today’s language’ (bugünün diline çeviri) or ‘translation into today’s Turkish’ (günüümüz Türkçesine çeviri). Accordingly, Mehmet Yaman Dede appears on the inside title page of his 2000 Buyruk publication as ‘the translator into the Turkish of our days’ (literal translation of ‘günümüz Türkçesine çeviren’). Indeed, çeviri also refers to the transfer of a text from one writing system to another, which Mehmet Yaman Dede also accomplished when exchanging the Perso-Arabic for Latin characters. But he did not limit his work to mere transcription, for here and there he made linguistic, lexical and content-related adjustments.

72 ‘See Yamak Copy p. 43’ (‘bk. Yamak Nüshası sh. 43’) (MS 1, fol. 32’); and ‘See at Babagil p. 22’ (‘bk. Babagil’de sh. 22) (MS 1-XEROX, fol. 9’). The second Babagil copy is most probably ‘Y2, Mehmet Yaman Nüshası’ in Yıldırım 2020, 265–268.
73 See MS 1, fols 19’, 20’, and 58’.
74 See Berk Albachten 2015.
75 Konar 2019, 30.
The most obvious difference between the *Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu* and Mehmet Yaman Dede’s various print publications is the layout. The prose text in the manuscript is written consecutively without punctuation marks with the poems arranged in columns; for emphasis, orientation or decoration purposes some words, phrases, and bullet point-like graphic symbols are written in red ink (cf. Fig. 5). For the print publications, Mehmet Yaman Dede decided to arrange the text in paragraphs, but did not only implement the text divisions as present in the manuscript; but at some other junctures in the text also inserted paragraphs (cf. Fig. 6). Particularly regarding long passages written in continuous text, he splits the text into several paragraphs. Noteworthy also, is how Mehmet Yaman Dede uses punctuation marks to divide phrases or mark indirect speech. We believe all this was done to make for a clearly arranged text, suitable for readers accustomed to the layout conventions and text structuring of printed books.

In addition, Mehmet Yaman Dede introduced headings for prose passages and poems, which had not existed previously in the *Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu*. The choice for new paratexts clearly relates to his overall aim to add more structure to the text and to facilitate orientation. His notes on the photocopy and in the margins of the original manuscript make it clear how Mehmet Yaman Dede gave short key words to text passages, which partly turned into headings in his translation. For those parts of the text collection in which Şeyh Sadreddin poses questions to his father and master Şeyh Safiyyüddin, Mehmet Yaman Dede usually extracts the heading from the opening interrogative sentence of a passage. In creating poem headings, he usually picked a line or a part of a line from the relevant poem, either from the first, last or any other couplet (cf. Fig. 6). Most probably, he appreciated those lines or perceived them as a central message of the poems, which in turn relate to the prose text. As the poems in question did not have titles nor were handed down with titles, Mehmet Yaman Dede was not able to use titles as templates for the headings. The scribes or compilers of manuscripts that came before him were in the same situation. A few poems from *Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu* also have headings, but only mention the poet’s name, e.g., ‘Poem by Teslim Abdal’ (‘Deyişat-i Teslim Abdal’) (MS 1, fol. 114r).

The matter of titles is indeed intricate, for only a few of the headings in the *Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu* are titles easily perceived as inseparable parts of the accompanying text units. These are, first of all, the headings presenting book titles: ‘The Book of the Sermon of the Twelve Imams’ (fol. 1v) and ‘The Book of the Place of the Sacred Deeds of the Chief of the Knowledgeables, the Exalted Şeyh Seyyid Safi’ (MS 1, fol. 9r). From fol. 70r onwards we find several headings and
phrases, usually written in red ink, which could be titles to shorter independent text units, and some may still belong to the previous text units.\textsuperscript{76} The phrase written in red ink on fol. 70\textsuperscript{r} reads as follows: ‘and after this, it should be known that this is the letter that Seyyid Abdülbaki Efendi of the Sublime Lodge sent to the believers of pure faith, who are friends of the saints,’ (‘daḫ bUndan šoñra ma’lûm ola ki dergâh-i ‘âlîde Seyyid ‘Abdülbâḳī Efendînînîn evliyāya muḥîb olan mû’min-i pâk i’tîkûdîlara gönderdûğu mektûbdur’). Mehmet Yaman Dede not only recognised this phrase as start of a new text unit but named it ‘Small \textit{Buyruk}’ (‘Küçük Buyruk’), with a footnote explaining that all previous text parts belong to the ‘Great \textit{Buyruk}’ (‘Büyük Buyruk’).\textsuperscript{77}

In 1963, Abdülbaki Gölpınarlı first claimed that Alevis distinguish between the ‘Great \textit{Buyruk}’, (the ‘Book of Sacred Deeds’), and the ‘Small \textit{Buyruk}’, (the ‘Letter by Seyyid Abdülbäki’ for short).\textsuperscript{78} Nowadays, all scholars working on \textit{Buyruks} question this claim, for which Gölpınarlı provides no substantiation.\textsuperscript{79} Karakaya-Stump also refutes it, for ‘there is nothing in the manuscript or in Alevi oral culture to warrant such an identification’\textsuperscript{80} Mehmet Yaman Dede, however, used both denominations on several occasions,\textsuperscript{81} and it cannot be decided to what extent his wording was influenced by Gölpınarlı. It is remarkable, however, that Mehmet Yaman Dede also mentions the \textit{Buyruk} books being referred to as ‘Great \textit{Buyruk}’ in Ocak Köyü.\textsuperscript{82}

Regarding other changes Mehmet Yaman Dede made, we can say that they often relate to language, grammar, lexis, or even content, all very common to intralingual translations. To illustrate these changes, we have chosen a short passage from \textit{Arapgir-Çimen \textit{Buyruğu}}, juxtaposed it with the relevant part by Mehmet Yaman Dede and added our English translation (see Appendix 1 and 2 at the end

\textsuperscript{76} In understanding \textit{Buyruk} manuscripts to be evolving text collections, titles, headings, or subheadings are considered dynamic in terms of each individual copy. For further comment see Karakaya-Stump 2010, 279.

\textsuperscript{77} M. Yaman 1994, 118; MAAKMDK 2000, 148.

\textsuperscript{78} Gölpınarlı 1963, 86.

\textsuperscript{79} Kaplan 2010, 101; Karakaya-Stump 2010, 281; Yıldırım 2019, 466 n. 65. As with Yıldırım, it is suggested here that the ‘Book of Sacred Deeds’ ends only after the ‘Letter by Seyyid Abdülbäki’ with the short passage on fol. 72\textsuperscript{r} (see Appendix 1). This passage resembles texts that usually precede colophons or merge into them, and indeed, a scribe’s colophon is present after the respective passage in another \textit{Buyruk} copy (MS 2, fol. 158\textsuperscript{v}). Interestingly enough, this colophon includes an older date of copying, most probably copied by the scribe from the exemplar, before adding his own. For a similar instance in a different manuscript, see Yıldırım 2019, 480.

\textsuperscript{80} Karakaya-Stump 2010, 281.

\textsuperscript{81} See e.g. Aydın 2014a; M. Yaman 2018, \textit{passim}.

\textsuperscript{82} Aydın 2014b.
of this contribution, and see also Figs 5 and 6). In the following, all line numbers given refer to the appendices, if not marked differently.

As Mehmet Yaman Dede aimed at rewording the Ottoman Turkish texts into modern Turkish, he was able to avoid some problems that scholars usually face when preparing transliterations. On the one hand, Ottoman Turkish texts in Perso-Arabic characters are often ‘under-specific’ in regard to several sounds, and many vowels can even remain unrecorded if vocalisation signs are missing, as is usually the case. On the other hand, some Ottoman Turkish texts, although copied at a later period, preserve earlier common vocalisation or spelling habits. Without bothering to reconstruct the outdated phonetics of the texts, Mehmet Yaman Dede almost always used the written standard of modern Turkish as defined by the Turkish Language Society, or Türk Dil Kurumu.

He employed, for instance, the labial vowel harmony in cases such as the genitive (e.g., menâḳıbın > menakıbın, ilminin, see ll. 10, 11) and the definite past participle (e.g., olduğu > olduğu, bilmediğin > bilmediğini, see ll. 11, 19). In other cases, he updated the vocalisation of words to their present spelling (e.g., denli > denli, içinde > içinde, see ll. 11, 12).

Mehmet Yaman Dede also adapted peculiarities of Ottoman Turkish grammar to modern Turkish grammar. One such peculiarity is the abbreviated accusative after the third person possessive suffix (e.g., edebîn > edeb ve erkanı, bilmeliğin > bilmeliğini, see ll. 7, 19). The abbreviate accusative is not too common anymore, and as the texts in Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu are in parts quite dense, we assume that Mehmet Yaman Dede intended to facilitate understanding by dissolving this form. Another peculiarity of Ottoman Turkish grammar Mehmet Yaman Dede partly removed from the text is the izafet construction, used to create genitive compounds or attributive connections. As the izafet construction was almost exclusively employed with loanwords from Arabic and Persian, Mehmet Yaman Dede not only dissolved these compounds, but also introduced Turkish words in their place (e.g., muḥibb-i evliyâ > erenlere [read here: evliyaya] muhib, and kitâb-i menâḳıb-i serif > kutsal buyruk [read here: serif menakib] kitabı, see ll. 7–8, 20–21). In modern Turkish, a considerable number of fixed izafet expressions still exist, and therefore Mehmet Yaman Dede kept phrases, which are particularly common in the religious register of Turkish (e.g., Masum-i Paklar, see l. 15; and Hazret-i [...], Ehl-i Beyt, mürşid-i kamil, see MS 1, passim).

---

83 See e.g. Boeschoten 1988; Schmidt 2019.
84 The first mentioning before ‘>’ is from the manuscript, the one afterwards is from Mehmet Yaman Dede’s translation. Where suitable, italics have been implemented to highlight the relevant alteration.
A very obvious adaptation, of course, is the exchange of Ottoman Turkish words and expressions with equivalents from modern Turkish. On the one hand, Mehmet Yaman Dede often replaced loanwords from Arabic and Persian with synonyms of Turkish origin (e.g., evliyā > ernenler, ḍāyēt > son, ṭaʿām > yemek, see ll. 7, 11, 16), but sometimes also with other Arabic or Persian loanwords (e.g., ḍiṭmām > tamam, ḍiḥā ki > čünkū, ṭammā > fakat, see ll. 10, 19). On the other hand, Mehmet Yaman Dede replaced Turkish words that are not in general use today (e.g., ık2ṭḤÎṭZğtmām > tamam, zīrā ḍiṭk0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğ > çünkü, ammā > fakat, see ll. 10, 19). In some cases, he also transferred idiomatic expressions from Ottoman Turkish into modern Turkish (e.g., ḳād0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğr oldıġı/olduḳları deñlü > gücü yett0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğğ0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğ yett0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğğ0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğnce, see ll. 13–14, 17–18).

Most of the above adaptations made by Mehmet Yaman Dede can be observed among several Buyruk manuscripts in Ottoman Turkish, in which similar innovations already appear. In this regard, Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu exhibits vocalisations, spellings and linguistic peculiarities that predate its time of copying, namely the early 19th century. By preparing a faithful copy of the exemplar, its scribe preserved all these features, which indicates the period in which the text was composed. Analysing the same passage as our text sample from another Buyruk manuscript (MS 2, fol. 158v), copied in Ocak Köyü in the 1890s, we find several changes similar to those made by Mehmet Yaman Dede: By writing the respective vowels, the labial vowel harmony is employed (e.g., ʿ0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğlm0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğ nüñ > ʿ0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğlm0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğ nâi, latn_TRKñ, b0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğlme dūg > b0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğlme dâi, latn_TRKğ, b0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğn > b0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğğn). Furthermore, the abbreviated accusative is partly dissolved (e.g., edeb0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğn ve erkānı > edeb0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğnâi, latn_TRK, b0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğlmedūg > b0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğğ0ḳ2ṭḤÎṭZğğnâi, latn_TRK), and though rarely, some rewording occurs (e.g., żaʿīf > faḳīr, deñlü > ḳadar).

Even regarding layout and text structure, we observe differences between Buyruk manuscripts. For instance, in some copies the poems are arranged in continuous text and the interrogative sentences of the dialogue between Şeyh Safiyyüddin and Şeyh Sadreddin are not highlighted in red ink. Thus, we see such adaptations by Mehmet Yaman Dede as partly rooted in the manuscript culture he experienced in his early years and continued to study. He must have been aware of the differences between Buyruk manuscripts, in terms of text arrangement, language form or vocabulary, and he obviously saw no contradiction in making further adjustments in his publications. Mehmet Yaman Dede touched on this issue in an interview: ‘In short, [Buyruk] is a fundamental book for Alevism. But, of course, some adjustments must be made to the Buyruk, it must be adapted
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It must be reworked in a form appropriate to the times, without destroying its essence.\footnote{Yani Alevilik’le ilgili temel bir kitap oluyor. Ama tabii Buyruğun üzerinde bazı düzenlemelerin yapılması gerekiyor. Çağa uydurulması, daha doğruça çaga uygun bir şekilde, asılı bozmadan yeniden uyarlamak gerekiyor.’ (Ayhan 2014b).}

From this general statement it is hard to understand which adaptations Mehmet Yaman Dede had in mind. Judging from his translation work, however, he also included changes that went beyond general linguistic rewording. One could say that he aimed at harmonizing the Alevi written tradition with Alevi oral lore and cultural practices. In our text sample, we find an excellent example to illustrate how he attempted this. The selected passage finalizes the long text unit titled ‘The Book of the Place of the Sacred Deeds [...]’ and makes reference to exactly this text by phrases such as ‘this book’, ‘these “Sacred Deeds”’, ‘these “Deeds of the Saints”’, or ‘this “Book of Sacred Deeds”’ (see Appendix 1, ll. 7, 10, 17, 19–20). At one point in the passage, Mehmet Yaman Dede added ‘Buyruk’ in parenthesis next to ‘this book’ and at other points he replaced ‘Deeds’ with ‘Buyruk’ (Appendix 2, ll. 7, 17, 19–20). He most probably did so, in order to finally introduce, or better inscribe, the orally prevalent title ‘Buyruk’ into these text collections, which have other titles in the respective manuscripts. Throughout his Buyruk publications, we see how he put ‘Buyruk’ next to the other titles or replaced the latter with ‘Buyruk’.\footnote{Cf. MS 1, fol. 20r, with MAAKMDK 2000, 39. For another example, see Karolewski 2018, 85–86.}

Last but not least, Mehmet Yaman Dede made use of paratextual elements that had not been part of Buyruk manuscripts. Among other things, there are the table of contents, which lists the headings that he had assigned to passages of the prose text, and the two indices at the end of his last Buyruk publication. While the table of content facilitates navigation for readers who are interested in particular topics, the indices collect words and phrases with their meaning, which is in part peculiar to the Alevi tradition, and give brief information on the religious figures appearing in the text. For the latter, we can imagine how a dede would have made similar short explanatory excurses during his readings from a Buyruk, to supply additional or necessary information on the text.

Conclusion

The writings in Buyruks or other fixed texts such as the frequent orally transmitted songs and hymns existed side by side with, as yet textually unfixed knowledge that circulated within and among Alevi communities. A major part of
the latter constitutes the interpretations of fixed texts, which had to be acquired in a non-written way, namely by attending educational meetings or rituals. For several centuries, at least, these interpretative, and also commentative, practices must have belonged almost exclusively to the domain of oral transmission. Thus, it is not surprising at all that there are no written interpretations or commentaries for Buyruk texts so far.

Mehmet Yaman Dede realised the need to fix the orally transmitted knowledge of his tradition in writing, which becomes most apparent in his textual additions to the Buyruk texts and content-related changes. His modifications in layout and text structuring, however, are clearly inspired by conventions of print publications, and the numerous adaptations to modern Turkish also mirror the long-term impact of the Turkish Language Reform, from its beginnings in the 1930s. Many strategies, however, that Mehmet Yaman Dede applied when adapting Buyruk copies to book publications are continuations and rearrangements of practices from the respective manuscript tradition. Other copyists and compilers before him adjusted texts while copying from one or more exemplars and they made both conscious and unconscious changes, whether in text structure, language or word choice. Thus, the textual transmission allowed for adaptations, and Mehmet Yaman Dede continued these practices to make the teachings from Buyruks understandable to Alevis of today.
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Appendix 1: Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu

Source: MS 1, fol. 72r.\(^87\)

\(7\) imdı evliyānının edebin ve erkānın biz bu kitāb içinde yazdı−kim muḥibb-i (8) evliyā olan tālibler oḳuyub 'amel ēdeler ve her oküduḳça bu za'ifi (9) şayr du'adan unutmayalar bir kızının 'ömri Nūḥ peygamber 'ömrinde olsa (10) bu menāḳıb-i şerifî yazub itmān ēdemeyeler • zirā ki evliyā menāḳıbının (11) ḡayeti ve bāṭin 'ilminin nihāyeti yokdur bu deñlü oldıġı daḫi tāliblere (12) hemān bir irşād ecлиçındür her şeyhe ve ḫalīf[el]ye ve pireye läzm olan (13) oldur ki azīne geceleri oldūnda čerāğın uyarub ḳādir oldıġı (14) deñlü Allāh rizāsıçün ve Muḥammed 'Ali ve On İki İmām Çehārdeh (15) Ma'sūm-i Pāklar ve geçmiş pīrer ve beşḳademler [sic] rūḥıçün atası ve anası canıçün ṭaʿām yedüre ve ṭaʿāmdan-ṣoñra cemāʿat (17) ṭaġılmadan bu evliyānının menāḳıbı oḳuna tālibler ve muḥibbler işideler kādir (18) oldukları deñlü ēdebinden ve erkānından 'amen ēdeler (19) kişi bilmedüğin bilmek ûzûmdur • ammā erkān erenleri bu kitāb-i (20) menāḳıb-ı şerifî her kimün onünde gerekse oḳumayalar ve değme kişilere (21) vėrmeyeler ve göstermeyeler evliyā muḥibbleri oḳuyalar

Thus \(88\), we wrote down the rules and customs of the saints (evliyā) in this book, so that the disciples who are friends of the saints (evliyā) should read it and act in accordance with it, and whenever they read it, they should not forget to ask blessings for this weak one [i.e. the author or scribe of the book]. Even if someone has the age of Prophet Noah, they could not have written and finished (itmām ēdemeyeler) these ‘Sacred Deeds’, • since (zīrā ki) the ‘Saints’ Deeds’ have no finish (ğayet) and the inner knowledge has no end. Even being [only] this much, [the book] is just (hemān) a teaching for the disciples. What is necessary for each şeyh, each halife and each pire is this: They should wake their lamp on Friday [āẕīne] nights, according to their capabilities (ḳādir oldıġı deñlü) they should spend a meal [ṭaʿām] for God’s approval, for the souls of Muhammad-Ali, the Twelve Imams, the Forty (Çehārdeh) Innocent as well as the passed away pirs and pişkademş and for the souls of their father and mother. And after the meal [ṭaʿām], before the community falls apart, these ‘Deeds of the Saints’ should be read. The disciples and friends should listen [işideler] to it, according to their capabilities (ḳādir oldukları deñlü) they should learn their rules and customs and they should act in accordance with them. It is necessary (lāzım) that someone knows what they do not know. • But (ammā) the masters of the rules [of the mystical path, or only its rituals] should not read this ‘Book of Sacred Deeds’ in front of anyone, they should not give it to as well as show it to random [değme] people and the friends of the saint(s) should read it.

\(^87\) Transliteration and translation are ours. For better comparison with the Turkish original, we prefer a quite literal translation. For a literary translation into English, cf. Yıldırım 2019, 467.

\(^88\) Here and in Appendix 2, these braces indicate, when different wordings in Turkish translate to the same English words or expressions.
Appendix 2: Version of Mehmet Yaman Dede

Source: M. Yaman 1994, 124; and MAAKMDK 2000, 151.

Thus (bunun için), we wrote down the rules and customs of the saints (erenler) in this book (Buyruk), so that the disciples who love the saints (erenler) should read it and act in accordance with it, and whenever they read it, they should not forget to ask blessings for this weak one [i.e. the author or scribe of the book]. Even if someone has the age of Prophet Noah, they could not have written and finished (tamam edemezler) these ‘Sacred Deeds’. Since (çünkü) the ‘Saints’ Deeds’ have no finish (son) and the inner knowledge has no end. Even being [only] this much, [the book] is just (ancak) a teaching for the disciples. What is necessary for each şeyh, each halife and each pir is this: They should wake their lamp on Friday (cuma) nights, according to their capabilities (gücü yettiği kadar) they should spend a meal (yemek) for God’s approval, for the souls of Muhammad-Ali, the Twelve Imams, the Forty (Ondört) Innocent as well as the passed away pirs and five feet (beş kademler) and for the souls of their father and mother, and after the meal (yemek), before the community falls apart, this ‘Command of the Saint(s)’ should be read, the disciples and friends should listen (dinleyeler) to it, according to their capabilities {gücleri yettiğiince} they should learn their rules and customs and they should act in accordance with them. It is necessary {gerek} that someone knows what they do not know. But (fakat) the master of the rules [of the mystical path, or only its rituals] should not read this sacred ‘Buyruk Book’ in the presence of everybody and they should not give it to random {rastgele} people, they should not show it, they should read it only in the presence of those who love the saint(s).

89 The respective line numbers of the manuscript have been inserted here to better facilitate comparison between both text versions.
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Fig. 3: MS 1, *Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu*, fols 11r–12v; © Ali Yaman. Photograph by Janina Karolewski.
Fig. 4: Photocopy of MS 1–XEROX, Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu, fol. 9r–v; © Ali Yaman. Photograph by Janina Karolewski.

Fig. 5: MS 1, Arapgir-Çimen Buyruğu, fols 71v–72r; © Ali Yaman. Photograph by Janina Karolewski.
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